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FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

Founded in 1971

and family owned, Cork Interiors is a Brisbane based 

business passionate about the installation of quality 

flooring. Approaching our 50 year 
anniversary, the company remains a strong family 
unit committed to upholding traditional business 
values of honesty, integrity and reliability. 
Owner Les McIntyre

offers a reputation for integrity and quality proven 
throughout his 45 year tenure in the industry. With 
combined experience spanning over half a century, 
the company brings tremendous expertise to each 
and every project. 
 As proud ATFA & Master Builders Association

members, Cork Interiors and the McIntyre family are 
called on to provide a wide range of services and 
consultation throughout southeast Queensland and 
northern New South Wales. 

A FULL SERVICE PROVIDER

We pride ourselves

on delivering a diverse range of services through 
our highly trained tradesmen and a dedicated 
coordination team. Quality workmanship driven by 
outstanding customer service are the cornerstones 
of our business. We provide full-service options 
and pair you with project coordinators who see you 
through each and every step of the way.
From design to delivery 

we’re here to help. Working closely with architects, 
interior designers, builders, insurers and private 
clients we assess the unique requirements each job 
presents to provide seamless, high quality  service 
from initial quote to final clean-up. Working closely 
within a trusted group of service providers, we rely on 
relationships developed over decades of teamwork 
within the industry. No job is too large, or too small. 
At Cork Interiors, we’re sure we can help. 



OUR SPECIALITIES

Timber and cork flooring installations,
for both private and commercial concerns, working 
with traditional tongue and groove, timber and 
laminate floating, parquetry and cork flooring. We work 
extensively with popular solid timber and laminate 
floating (engineered) timber flooring systems as well 
as engineered and solid bamboo flooring.
Sanding, coating and rejuvenating
go hand-in-hand with many timber flooring installations, 
but are also regularly required for existing timber 
and cork floors. Restoration and repair of existing 
timber floors requires an artisan’s touch and years of 
experience dealing with a multitude of variables that 
can affect the process. 
Insurance repairs 

are an unfortunate fact of life. When something has 
gone wrong, let us put our 40 years of experience 
behind your repairs and bring your damaged floor back 
to life.

As a full service provider

we aim to please and offer a comprehensive range of 
trades and services. What this means to our customers 
is continuity in terms of project management and 
seamless, efficient delivery of all your project needs.
With 40 years in the industry

our experience and expertise are simply unsurpassed. 
Whether a private home, a commercial facility or 
Insurance repair, when choosing Cork Interiors you 
choose peace of mind only time and experience can 
provide.

     



NATURAL 

FLOORING 

FIND YOURSELF IN THE WARMTH AND 
BEAUTY OF NATURAL FLOORING 

Nothing in the world compares to the timeless 
appeal, character and durability of natural flooring 
products. From traditional strip timber to parquetry, 
floating floors, cork and bamboo- let us guide you 
through creating the floor of your dreams...





HARDWOOD 

STRIP TIMBER FLOORING

(TONGUE & GROOVE)

Experience the warmth, beauty and elegance of 
traditional hardwood flooring. With unmatched 
natural beauty, this durable classic adds 
elegance to any room.

|                 FLOORING

HARDWOOD 

PARQUETRY FLOORING

Originating in 16th century France, this artisan 
method of installing hardwood timber floors adds 
stunning sophistication and beautiful complexity 
to your decor. 

ENGINEERED TIMBER & LAMINATE

FLOATING FLOORS

Ideally suited to our climate with a vast range 
of timbers and colour choices, it’s easy to see 
why these exceptionally durable and convenient 
systems have become Australia’s number one 
choice in timber flooring products.

NATURAL & COLOURED

CORK FLOOR

Warm, soft and beautiful, cork flooring is 
enjoying a broad resurgence in popularity. 
Explore the possibilities and natural beauty of 
cork. 

BAMBOO

SOLID TIMBER & FLOATING FLOORS

With an inner glow and refined grain, this elegant 
and environmentally sustainable product has 
enjoyed enormous celebrity in recent years. 



PRODUCTS & SERVICES                                   
|

SANDING, COATING

& RESURFACING

As important to the aesthetics of timber and cork 
flooring as the product, the overall condition and 
proper maintenance of floor coatings can affect 

your floor’s appearance and integrity. 

COATING TYPES 

& UNDERLAYS

When it comes to coatings and underlays, it’s 
important to choose products that accommodate  
your aesthetic and lifestyle needs. We supply  a 

range of traditional and alternative high 
performance products to suit .

TRIMS

& EXPANSION JOINTING

Finishing touches can make all the difference in 
the world. Whether matching your existing trims 

or choosing something new we have products 
that will blend perfectly into your home.

FLOOR CARE

PRODUCTS

We’re asked all the time “What is the best way 
to take care of my new floor?” Here are a few 
products we recommend to help maintain the 

natural beauty of  timber and cork floors .

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Need extra help completing a renovation or 
repair project?  No worries. From packing and 

furniture removal to painting and cleaning 
services let Cork Interiors make it easy for you. 



STRIP TIMBER
EXPERIENCE THE WARMTH AND ALLURE 
OF TRADITIONAL HARDWOOD FLOORING. 
WITH UNMATCHED NATURAL BEAUTY, 
THIS DURABLE CLASSIC ADDS TIMELESS 
REFINEMENT AND LASTING ELEGANCE TO 
ANY ROOM.

PRODUCT INFO

Australian Hardwoods

When properly installed and cared for, Australian 
hardwoods are amongst the most durable and 
visually stunning flooring materials in the world. 
Tongue and groove strip flooring can be installed 
directly to concrete, joists or sub-floors and coated 
with a variety of products that, when properly 
maintained, will provide a lifetime of beauty to your 

home. 
Exotic Hardwoods

Imported, or exotic hardwood timber flooring 
products can add flair and excitement to your 
decor with a broad range of colour choices and 
world renowned species including American White 
Oak, European Beech as well as species from 
South East Asia, South America and Africa. 
Tips To Consider

Before ordering your timber, become acquainted 
with the colour variations which normally 
occur in the species you selected. Timber is a 
natural, “living” product responding to moisture 
and temperature conditions unique to each 
environment. It will expand and contract in 
response to humidity, heating and cooling. Good 
sub-floor ventilation is essential , as well as 
protection against direct sunlight. Application of 
a moisture barrier may be required to protect the 
integrity of the installation.
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PARQUETRY
ORIGINATING IN 16TH CENTURY FRANCE, 

THIS ARTISAN METHOD OF INSTALLING 
HARDWOOD TIMBER FLOORS CAN ADD 
SOPHISTICATION AND DETAIL TO YOUR 

DECOR.  

PRODUCT INFO

A Bit About Parquetry

A parquetry floor is made from many pieces of 
wood fitted together like a beautiful mosaic. It 

can be made from different types of wood with 
varying grains to create a unique pattern. With 

an incredible range of choices in timber species, 
colours and patterns parquetry opens the 

possibility of a decorative timber floor that is as 
unique as it is durable. 

Choosing the  Right Product 

Parquetry is available in a range of products, 
from traditional solid timber to pre finished timber. 
Within each product range  you will find a variety 
of choices and patterns from traditional to utterly 

unique, even custom designed.  
Tips To Consider 

Before choosing colours and patterns, carefully 
consider the decor of your home including existing 
wood features, wall colours, trims and accessories 

to create a space that flows and is pleasing to 
the eye. Remember timber is a natural  “living” 

product responding to moisture and temperature 
conditions. Good sub-floor ventilation is essential, 

as well as protection against direct sunlight. 
Application of a moisture barrier may be required 

to protect the integrity of the installation. 
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STRIP TIMBER

AUSTRALIAN HARDWOODS ARE 
AMONGST THE MOST DURABLE AND 
VISUALLY STUNNING FLOORING 
MATERIALS IN THE WORLD. 

Tongue and groove strip flooring can be 
installed directly to concrete, joists or sub-
floors and coated with a variety of products 
that, when properly maintained, will provide 

a lifetime of beauty to your home. 



PARQUETRY

THIS ARTISAN METHOD OF INSTALLING 
HARDWOOD TIMBER FLOORS CAN 
ADD STUNNING SOPHISTICATION AND 
DETAIL TO YOUR DECOR.
  

With an incredible range of choices in timber 
species, colours and patterns parquetry opens 
the possibility of a decorative timber floor that 
is as unique as it is durable. 
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TIMBER
& LAMINATE
FLOATING 

FLOORS

 AUSTRALIA’S NUMBER 1 CHOICE

IN TIMBER FLOORING!

WHAT’S A 

FLOATING FLOOR?

The term “floating floor”
is used to describe a floor that 
is not directly fastened to the 
subfloor. Floating floors are 
joined at tongue and groove 
interfaces to float, as a sheet, 
across the floor. Floating 
floors can be installed over 
most existing ceramic tile and 
subfloors and are ideal for 
those that have multiple floor 
coverings too troublesome to 
remove. Planks of flooring are 
factory coated and installed 
over foam underlays giving 
them significant advantages 
over other timber flooring 
options. 

ENGINEERED TIMBER

FLOATING FLOORS

Engineered Timber

flooring is a pre-coated. 
manufactured product with a 
4mm top layer of solid timber. 
Engineered timber can be sanded 
and recoated like traditional 
timber floors. With a broad range 
of timbers species to choose 
from, these state-of-the-art 
flooring systems are Australia’s 
first choice in timber flooring.
Tips to consider:

consider the width of plank 
you choose. Narrow floor 
planks create a more formal, 
traditional look. Wide planks can 
complement a classic, country 
décor.

LAMINATE 

FLOATING FLOORS

“Tough-as-nails”
describes laminate floating 
floors which are every bit as 
durable as hardwood timber, if 

not more so. These floors offer 
extraordinary wear resistance 
characteristics and a timber-
look floor covering that is scratch 
resistant, indentation resistant, 

fade resistant and stain resistant. 
Tips to consider:

laminate flooring is available in 
an incredible range of colours 
and styles. Have an overall look 
in mind and make your choice 
based on the decorating mood 
you want to set.

www.corkinteriors.com.au



CORK
WARM AND SOFT UNDER FOOT, 

HYPOALLERGENIC, FIRE RETARDENT, 
WELL PRICED AND DURABLE-

CORK IS MAKING A COMEBACK!
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COLOURED

CORK FLOOR TILES

If you love the idea

of the warmth and comfort of a 
cork floor but are unsure about the 
colour or texture, remember cork 
is available in truly remarkable 

range of colours, patterns and 
styles sure to inspire the home 

decorator. Contact Cork Interiors 
today and book a free in home 

viewing of the latest samples in 
modern cork flooring.  

NATURAL 

CORK FLOOR TILES

A “lifetime” floor
if well maintained, a cork floor will 
last for generations. Cork offers 
the ability to re-sand and restore 
the floor at any time to almost 
original condition. It is naturally 
antimicrobial and will not rot or 
harbor allergens. Cork is available 
in a beautiful range of natural 
shades and textures suitable 
for both modern and traditional 

interiors. 
Tips to consider:

Natural cork is available both 
as a traditional tile and floating 
floor system. Get to know the 
advantages of both before 
choosing a product that’s right for 
your home. 

GO GREEN!

CHOOSE CORK FLOORING

Cork is making a comeback

a top choice for home decorators 
with it’s many advantages as a 
flooring material. Perhaps most 
interesting to today’s customer, 
cork is a “Green” alternative to 
hardwood timber flooring. Made 
from the bark of the cork oak tree, 
cork is harvested once every 
nine years with out felling the 
tree. This allows the oak to live 
out a natural life, over 200 years, 
before a new one is planted in 

its place. Cork floor tiles are 
available in a variety of colours 
and styles including natural and 
coloured cork, as well as cork 
floating floor systems.
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BAMBOO

ECO-FRIENDLY AND IDEALLY SUITED 
TO TODAY’S DECOR, MODERN BAMBOO 
FLOORING IS TAKING THE WORLD BY 
STORM. 

PRODUCT INFO

Beautiful, Durable and Sustainable 
yet ideally suited to Australian climate conditions 
with an inner warmth and unique grain that 
hardwoods just can’t match, bamboo flooring 
has grown enormously in popularity in recent 
years. Its innate moisture resistance and natural 
durability create stable, long lasting surfaces 
while its unsurpassed glow and modern hues 
enhance any style from classic to contemporary. 
Bamboo flooring is an environmentally 
responsible, sustainable alternative to timber. 
The harvesting process does not impact its 
intricate root systems and unlike hardwood 
timber its growing season is quite short. New 
bamboo stems grow to full length in a few 
months and mature to hardness in about five 
years. No forests are felled in the process of 
creating this world class flooring product. 
Tips To Consider

Bamboo is available in both traditional tongue 
and groove and floating floor systems, in a 
variety of colour and style choices. Get to know 
the features available to choose a product that’s 
right for your home. Bamboo is a natural  “living” 
product responding to moisture and temperature 
conditions. It will expand and contract in 
response to humidity, heating and cooling. Good 
sub-floor ventilation is essential , as well as 
protection against direct sunlight. Application of 
a moisture barrier may be required to protect the 
integrity of the installation. 
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SANDING

COATING

& RESURFACING 

A BEAUTIFULLY SANDED TIMBER 
FLOOR ADDS CHARACTER TO ANY AREA. 

WITH A WIDE CHOICE OF FINISHES AND 
STAIN COLOURS NOW AVAILABLE, NEW 

AND OLD FLOORS CAN BE TOTALLY 
TRANSFORMED.

PRODUCT INFO

As important to the health and beauty

of your floor as the product you choose, 
selecting an maintaining the proper coating 

and maintenance services for your floor can 
dramatically affect both the beauty and the lifespan 
of cork, timber and bamboo flooring. Cork Interiors 

offers craftsman sanding skills and uses only the 
highest quality trade products in polyurethane, 

natural oils, wax and water based coatings. We 
can produce all sheen levels, from sparkling high 

gloss to matt and natural finishes to new and 
refurbished  cork and timber floors as well as 

exterior living areas like decks and patios. 
Tips to Consider

Consider traditional polyurethane finish for high 
traffic areas, commercial applications or in areas 

where gloss sheen is desired. Water based 
finishes are excellent in situations where fumes are 

a concern. Oil and waxes finishes can provide a 
surprising durable and natural looking finish that is 

easy to maintain and repair. Staining can provide 
dramatic changes in warmth and colour to new 

and existing floors. Contact Cork Interiors today 
and ask our friendly sales staff which product and 
service will give you the look you’re after and help 

maintain your floor for years to come. 
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BAMBOO

ECO-FRIENDLY AND IDEALLY SUITED 
TO TODAY’S DECOR, MODERN BAMBOO 
FLOORING IS TAKING THE WORLD BY 
STORM. 

The innate moisture resistance and natural 
durability of bamboo flooring creates stable, 
long lasting surfaces while its unsurpassed 
glow and modern hues enhance any style from 
classic to contemporary. 



CORK

A “GREEN” ALTERNATIVE TO HARDWOOD 
TIMBER FLOORING, CORK IS HARVESTED 
ONCE EVERY NINE YEARS WITH OUT 
FELLING THE TREE ALLOWING THE 
CORK OAK TO LIVE OUT A NATURAL LIFE.

Cork is available in a variety of colours and 
styles , both natural and coloured, with 
traditional and floating floor products suitable 

for both modern and traditional interiors. 
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COATINGS

AS IMPORTANT AS THE TIMBER 
ITSELF, YOUR CHOICE OF COATING TYPE 
WILL  DRAMATICALLY AFFECT THE LOOK AND
“FEEL” OF YOUR FLOOR.

WATER & SOLVENT 

BASED POLYURETHANES

Traditional solvent based 

based polyurethane coatings are 
considered the “gold standard” 
and are generally more durable 
and abrasion resistant even in 

high traffic areas. Solvent base 
coatings are available in a variety 
of long lasting sheen levels to 
suit your home and decor.   
Water based polyurethane

coatings are regarded as a 
more eco-friendly choice, do not 
produce fumes while drying and 
are also available in variety of 

sheen levels to suit your home. 
Ask our friendly sales staff to 
help you assess if water based 

polyurethane is suitable for your 

home. 

OIL &

WAX FINISHES 

These craftsmen-style 

coatings are penetrating 
products that provide a 
traditional ‘yesteryear’ looking 
finish. Application of one or 
both products achieves a 
very natural wood finish that 
is breathable, easy to repair 

and surprisingly durable when 
regularly maintained. Although 
not suitable for every home and 

application, oil and wax finishes 
can be used by many customers 
who wish to feature the natural 

lustre and grain of their timber 
with an old-world style finish. 

STAINS

Penetrating stains

can be used to change the look 
of existing timber floor or to 
blend the shade of newly added 

timber (for instance, in the case 
of repairs) into an existing floor. 
Stains must be applied prior 

to protective coatings such as 
wax or polyurethanes and are 
available in a range of colours. 
From nearly undetectable 
blending to dramatic, eye 
catching changes, staining 
can provide an interesting 
decorative tool for those who 
love the look of their existing 
timber floor but want a change 
in colour. 



UNDERLAYS 

REQUIRED UNDER ALL FLOATING FLOOR SYSTEMS, 
AN IMPORTANT STEP IN A QUALITY FLOATING

 FLOOR INSTALLTION IS CHOOSING THE 
RIGHT UNDERLAY FOR THE JOB.
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PREMIUM 

COMBI-LAY

Premium Combi-Lay

 is a good quality, medium density 
polyolefin underlay for all floating 
floor applications. It incorporates 
a continuous clear damp-proof 
with 100 mm overlap. The 
inclusion of a continuous damp 
proof is a requirement under 

most floating floor installations. 
With Premium Combi-Lay, the 
need for additional damp proof 

layers is often avoided making 
installations quicker and more 
cost effective. 

ACCOUSTIC RUBBER

UNDERLAY

When only the best will do 

no other product acoustically 
out-performs the characteristics 
of rubber. Acoustic rubber 
underlay is a revolutionary 

way to dampen foot noise 

highlighted as a common 
problem in modern apartment 

buildings. The expected results 
from using acoustic rubber 
underlay will be a reduction in 
noise anywhere from 13db to 
22db, exceeding the Australian 
requirements for floor impact 
insulation. 

PREMIUM 

QUIETSTEP COMBI-LAY 

Quiet-Step Combi-Lay 

is a superior underlay where 

sound reduction in multi-story 
buildings is required. It is made 
of high density polyolefin which 
effectively reduces foot noise 
associated with floating floors. 
Quiet-Step Combi-Lay performs 
all the tasks of a superior quality 

underlay including a continuous 
damp proof. Independent 
University tests show a 30 % or 
more reduction in foot noise for 
the user.

www.corkinteriors.com.au



PRODUCT INFO

Scotia and skirtings

are generally chosen to match existing trims 
throughout the home as well as the type of 
timber flooring installed. 
Tips to consider:

If you plan to remove and reuse your existing 
trims, remember that painting services may 
be required afterward to touch up not only the 
trims, but to re-blend trims into the existing wall 
paint. If your existing Scotia is to be replaced 
or entirely new trims installed in an areas that 

previously had none, discuss in advance with 
your Cork Interiors sales representative any 

preferences you have. There is a seemingly 
infinite variety of styles and colours available 
when it comes to interior trims. If you have not 
indicated a personal preference, standard trims 
will be applied that match the colour and product 
material you have chosen. In some cases, 
existing trims may no longer available and will 
not be identically matched. The closest possible 
approximate match may be substituted, or the 
customer may consider applying an entirely 
new style of trim throughout the affected area. 
Contact Cork Interiors today and let our friendly 
sales staff advise you of your options.
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SCOTIA TRIMS

& SKIRTING BOARDS

EXPANSION GAPS BETWEEN YOUR 
FLOOR AND PERIMETER WALLS ARE 
TRADITIONALLY CONCEALED USING 
TRIMS THAT PROVIDE A DECORATIVE 
TRANSITION FROM FLOOR TO WALL.

www.corkinteriors.com.au



EXPANSION JOINTING & 

PERIMETER 

FITTINGS

ALL TIMBER FLOORING PRODUCTS 
REQUIRE EXPANSION GAPS TO 

ACCOMMODATE EXPANSION AND 
CONTRACTION. 

GAP LOCATION AND APPROPRIATE 
FITTINGS  SHOULD BE PLANNED PRIOR 

TO JOB COMMENCEMENT.

PRODUCT INFO

About Expansion Gaps: 

Timber flooring is considered hygroscopic and 
will expand and contract with changes in moisture 

content. To accommodate this movement the 
allowance of expansion gaps at the perimeter 

walls and around obstructions will allow the floor 
to move as required. Insufficient expansion gaps 

can result in deformation of the flooring. Fitted 
floors require a minimum 10mm expansion gap 

between the floor boards and any internal or 
external wall structure. For domestic applications, 

floor widths over 6m will require an intermediate 
expansion joint as per Australian Standard 

AS1684. 
Placement of expansion gaps

 and style of perimeter and joint fittings should be 
planned before commencing the job. If a floating 

floor system has been chosen the customer 
can consider either decorative metal finishes 

generally available in gold, silver and  bronze. 
Alternatively, colour-rmatched finishes are 

available to the shade of your flooring. If solid 
timber floors  are to be installed expansion joints 
are traditionally concealed with the application of 
cork, caulk  or use of scotia and skirting boards. 
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FLOOR CARE

PRODUCTS

A FEW HELPFUL ITEMS WE RECOMMEND TO 
KEEP YOUR FLOOR LOOKING BEAUTIFUL, 
YEAR AFTER YEAR. SPEAK TO A CORK 
INTERIOS SALES REPRESENTATIVE TODAY 
ABOUT ORDERING THE RIGHT PRODUCTS 
FOR YOUR HOME.

PRODUCT INFO

Electrostatic Dust Mop

Developed to clean all types of hardwood timber, 
cork, bamboo and laminate flooring. Nothing is 
gentler or more effective when it comes to general 
dust removal. Fringe covers are removable, 
washable and fully replaceable.                              

 Price 5000/ea

Timber and Laminate Floor Cleaning Kit

Designed by the flooring professionals at 
Premium Timber Flooring to keep timber, cork, 
bamboo and laminate flooring looking it’s very 
best. Kit includes a washable, 5 layer micro-fibre 
mop and 500 ml of cleaning fluid designed to pro- 
vide a hygienic surface without affecting  the gloss 
level of a coated surface.           

Price  4000/ea

Felt Floor Protectors

Durable and east to apply, self adhesive felt can be 
cut to fit most furniture.                                    

Price 1500/lm

Call (07) 3217 9755 to order 
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CORK 

PRODUCTS

CORK INTERIORS BEGAN 40 YEARS AGO 
LAYING CORK FLOORING. WE RETAIL HARD-

TO-FIND CORK PRODUCTS,  AVAILABLE ON 
REQUEST. CONTACT CORK INTERIORS 

TODAY FOR A COMPLETE LISTING OF 
AVAILABLE CORK PRODUCTS. 
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PRODUCT INFO

Roll Cork

Used for cork notice boards, gaskets, protective pads, 
underlay and insulation, coasters, hot pads, models, 

crafts, hobby needs and much more.
1200mm W x 6mmThick (sold in metre lengths)

Price 4500/m

Sheet  Cork

Suitable for expansion jointing  and any other application 
where extra  thickness is required. 

900 L x 600 W x 12 mm Thick

Price 4500/ea

High Density Cork Floor Tiles

  Standard/natural high density cork floor 
tiles available by the carton, m2  or individual  tile.

305 mm Lx 305 mm W x 6mm Thick

Price  4000/m2

Call (07) 3217 9755 to order 

 



Need help shifting things around?

Let us organise professional furniture removal 
and replacement services, including box delivery, 
with the option to store items both on or off site in 
secure storage . A free quotation can be provided 

on request.

FURNITURE 
REMOVAL  

DUST 

ISOLATION

Limiting dust

is a simple but time consuming project, depending 
on layout of your home.  We can supply plastic 
sheeting necessary to secure the premises, or 
supply and install plastic on request ahead of job 
start.

PACKING

If you’re pressed for time or require assistance

let a professional removalist pack it for you. Speak 
to a Cork Interiors sales representative today about 

adding packing services to your quote. 

|                             ADDITIONAL SERVICES...

Professional cleaning crews

 will leave your home spotless and ready occupy 
immediately following job completion. The service 

can be easily added to your quote at any time during 
job progress (quotations are available prior to job start).

CLEANING  

If a full renovation 

is what your after, or even touch up work while your at it, 
professional painting services can easily be added to your 
quote on request with free estimates available prior to job 

start.  A sales representative can assisting you in adding 
painting services at any time during job progress.  

PAINTING  



If appliances need to be removed

and disconnection is required, let Cork Interiors 
arrange expert  plumbing, electrical and gas fitting 
services for you. Your sales representative will 
notify you at the time of quotation if services are 
required.  

PLUMBING
ELECTRICAL
GAS 
FITTING

FLOOR 

PREP

If leveling work 

or floor preparation is the only thing between you 
and beautiful new floor, put your mind at ease. Cork 
Interiors can provide expert preparation services to 

subfloors and slabs including removal, replacement,  
leveling and application of moisture barriers. 

CABINETRY

Kitchen cabinetry

will sometimes need to be removed 

and replaced to gain access to flooring 
underneath. Cork Interiors can arrange 

expert cabinet makers to do so and store 
items on site  until work is complete. 

 ... ADDITIONAL SERVICES (CONT) |

DRYING &

WATER-

PROOFING

Water damage?

Don’t worry, Cork Interiors is here to help. We’ll arrange 
professional drying services if you require. We have years 
of experience dealing with moisture related issues when it 
comes to timber floors and are expert at the application of 
water proofing and moisture barriers. 

INSURANCE
REPAIRS

If you’ve got a disaster

on your hands, remember Cork Interiors is a trusted 

provider of repairs to major insurance providers. From 
quote to completion, we’ll work closely with you and 
your insurer to see that expert repairs are provided.  



Australian Hardwoods Species Colour Range Janka

Australian Beech * Blonde 7.1

Blackbutt Blonde 9.1

Brushbox Red 9.5

Flooded (Rose) Gum Red 7.5

Forest Reds ** Red 9.0

Grey Ironbark Brown 14.0

Red Ironbark Red 13.0

Jarrah Red 8.5

Karri Red 9.0

Messmate Blonde 7.1

New England Oak (Manna Gum) Blonde 6.0

Red Mahaogany Red 12.0

River Reds Red 7.5

Spotted Gum Brown 11.0

Stringybark *** Blonde

Sydney Blue Gum Red 9.0

Tallowwood Brown 8.6

Tasmanian Oak Blonde 4.9

Turpentine Red 12.0

Quick guide 

to  some of the best-known Australian 
hardwood flooring timbers. Don’t see 
what your after? Contact Cork Interiors 
today for a complete listing of available 
timbers including imported species. 

HARDWOOD

TIMBERS

| INDEX A

* Australian Beech: provided properties based on Messamate
** Forest Reds: provided properties based on Sydney Blue Gum
*** Stringybark: provided properties based on Diehard Stringybark
Information provided by the Timber Development Association

**** The natural colour variation within a timber species is normal and one of its most appealing attributes. 
The photos shown here are indicative only and do not necessarily show the colour variation that can be 
naturally found in each species. It is recommended that large samples of the species be viewed when 
deciding on the species for a new timber floor.



Quick guide

to some of our most popular timber 

engineered and laminate floating 
floor products . Don’t see what you’re 

after? Contact Cork Interiors today for a 
complete listing of available species and 

styles.

INDEX B |

ENGINEERED

TIMBER & 

LAMINATE 

FLOORING

* The natural colour variation within a timber species is normal and one of its most appealing 
attributes. The photos shown here are indicative only and do not necessarily show the colour 
variation that can be naturally found in each species. It is recommended that large samples 
of the species be viewed when deciding on the species for a new timber floor.

Engineered Timber Flooring Species Colour Range

Blackbutt Blonde

Hevea Red

Jarrah Red

Kempas Red

Merbau Red

Red Ironbark Brown

Spotted Gum Red

Sydney Blue Gum Red

Tasmanian Oak Red

Laminate Flooring Colour

Ash

Beech

Cherry

Merbau

Oak

Walnut



* The natural colour variation within a timber species is normal and one of its most appealing attributes. 
The photos shown here are indicative only and do not necessarily show the colour variation that can 
be naturally found in each species. It is recommended that large samples of the species be viewed in a 
timber flooring showroom when deciding on the species for a new timber floor.

Beautiful

durable and sustainable, consider bamboo 
flooring for your home.
Available

in both solid, prefinished flooring and 
engineered floating systems. 

BAMBOO 

FLOORING

Solid Bamboo * Colour Style

PHOTO Solid Natural Semi Gloss-Strand Woven

PHOTO Solid Natural Semi Gloss-Horizontal

PHOTO Solid Natural Semi Gloss-Vertical

PHOTO Solid Natural Semi Gloss-Strand Woven

PHOTO Solid Natural Semi Gloss-Horizontal

PHOTO Solid Natural Semi Gloss-Vertical

PHOTO Solid Tiger Semi Gloss-Strand Woven

PHOTO Solid Zebra Semi Gloss-Vertical

| INDEX C

Engineered Bamboo * Colour Style

PHOTO Engineered Natural Semi Gloss-Strand Woven

PHOTO Engineered Natural Semi Gloss-Horizontal

PHOTO Engineered Natural Semi Gloss-Vertical

PHOTO Engineered Coffee Semi Gloss-Strand Woven

PHOTO Engineered Coffee Semi Gloss-Horizontal

Product 01 Engineered Coffee Semi Gloss-Vertical
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Cork Interiors

6/471 Lytton Road

Morningside, QLD 4170

ABN 74 109 658 335

BSA 10793058

Office: (07) 3217 9755

Fax: (07) 3217 9390

Mobile: 0418 829 700

Email: info@corkinteriors.com.au

Web: www.corkinteriors.com.au


